Introducing the One-and-Only MaxFractal Qualifier

Markets go up based on greed and go down based on fear. When traders are greedy they buy. Then they buy more. Then they buy still more. And as long as they continue to feel greedy they keep buying.

But sooner or later everybody who wants to buy will have done so... and some folks will start taking profits...

With no new buyers coming in, price will begin to go down... Then everyone will want to sell... as in ‘SELL NOW’...

So price will accelerate to the downside... making traders who failed to exit at the first sign of a slow-down pretty darn queasy.

Eventually the supply of sellers will become “exhausted”.

So you step in and buy at ‘rock bottom’ prices…

Next, the greedy masses flood in, drive price up, and your profits soar!

Traders claim you can hardly go wrong buying anything that’s been MaxFractal Qualified… It’s like shooting fish in a barrel!

“I’ve taken your patterns, incorporated them into my own system, and now have had 110 wins in a row!”

--Royce C. of Sydney, Australia

The Powerful ‘Big Picture’ Secret

First and foremost ... Greater clarity resides in the ‘big picture’ timeframe. So, your MaxFractal must occur in a timeframe at least 5 times greater than the timeframe you’re using to trade.

Therefore, if you’re using daily charts to enter your trades, you need to find an exhaustion bar on a weekly or monthly chart... that’s your MaxFractal.

A MaxFractal exhaustion bar is usually pretty obvious to the naked eye; because it’s longer than the other bars and it closes at or near the low.
But, if you want to scan by computer... and surely you do... you’ll need a quantifiable definition. So here it is...

Any bar that has a price range at least 25% greater than the 14-bar average & closes in the bottom 25% for that day.

---

**MaxFractal Qualifier**
Exhaustion Must Occur
In Weekly or Monthly Timeframe

---

**The Close is in the Lower 25% of the Range**

---

**The Range is at Least 125% of the Average of the Previous 14 Bars**

---

**Fully Automated MaxFractal Scan**

The following scan criteria will produce a watchlist of MaxFractal Qualified stocks...

- [type is stock]
- and [country is US]
- and [optionable is true]
- and [Close > 10]
- and [This Week's Range > Last Week's Max(14,Range)]
- and [[[This Week's Close-This Week's Low]/[This Week's High-This Week's Low]]<.25]

I run this scan every weekend on 654 handpicked stocks & ETFs to produce Gettess Weekly Watchlist... To begin receiving this power-packed watchlist delivered by text or email, call: **888-233-1431** ...
or go to...www.GettessWeeklyWatchlist.com